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after quake iii arena's release in
september, 2001, it sold 1.7 million
copies in retail stores and online
worldwide. on march 31, 2002, the
final game patch of quake iii arena
was released, so that it can be
played online. quake 3 arena''
features enhanced engine features,
such as support for large-scale
64-player multiplay and new
multiplayer movement models. as
with all multiplayer games, new
players are taught the ropes
through the inclusion of a tutorial
and tutorial map designed to
familiarize new players with the
game''s basic controls and
gameplay. the game now includes
the ability to play inside of pre-
placed player models in addition to
the background environments and
textures, as well as advanced
lighting and environmental effects,
and includes a completely new
physics and rendering engine, now
able to support large map sizes
and complex geometry. weapon
handling has been revised, and the
game''s hud now displays low-level
information as well as the players''
current weapon, making it easier to
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identify which weapon is being
used. the game features the ability
to play inside of pre-placed player
models as well as advanced
lighting and environmental effects,
while the hud now displays low-
level information as well as the
players'' current weapon. quake iii
arena'' has many large
environments and features a highly
detailed, seamless, open-ended
gameplay engine. q3a''s gameplay
in general is characterised by its
emphasis on action and skill, rather
than strategy. while the original
quake and quake ii were
technically more difficult, the
emphasis on short, intense bursts
of game time meant they suffered
from an almost constant
disconnect. by contrast, quake iii''s
action'' approach, in which the
player, rather than the computer,
must master the timing and
movement of the game''s complex
engine, is a deliberately paced
endurance test.
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players are generally given two
contrasting objectives in the game:

to either survive or to destroy all
other players, depending on the
game mode. in general, players

have a small percentage chance to
be killed by a monster or explosion

in the world, and can respawn
instantly at a spawn-point. rather

than a traditional power-up system,
however, a player''s "score"

(represented by the number of
death pickups, or dead bodies)

increases with every kill the player
makes. the thrill of victory of

getting fragged by some $#@!in
bot isn't enough. you must win by
destroying your foes, and so you
must be the one who makes that

happen. as you wrestle your way to
victory, unknown factors will come
into play such as a sudden attack

that forces you to switch to a
different weapon or temporarily
lacking of weapon and a stack of

orders to make you survive.
something might even force you to
use a completely different strategy.
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be ready to make your moves and
learn from them. you are a warrior

in an arena where you fight for
your life. only those who are

victorious in a battle can continue
to live. you are required to win

against new opponents, as well as
the bots in the internet

matchmaking. in the scenarios of
the training matches, a real player
chooses the arena in which they

will fight. the arena is similar to the
multiplayer, but it has the option of
single-player mode, where you play
the gladiator as the main character
and you can only win by defeating
your opponents. are you ready?
this is where the real fun starts.

you will be goaded to fight and will
keep on fighting until you die, but

not because you lose the fight.
your opponents will usually have

some ridiculous powerup (you can't
see them) which will never die.
although the powerups are very

simple, they often distort the whole
fight or lead to a delay in the fight.
the vadrigar, is the enemy, is not

what you would expect from a
modern videogame, he's a very
smart and cunning opponent.
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